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ow many people do you know who will
mention the Sunbeam-Alpine if asked
to list notable British sports cars of the
1960s? Everyone remembers the MGB and
the TRs in the mld-price range, the Lotus Elan
out on its own, the Spitfire and the Spridget at
the cheap end of the market and the big
Healey and E-type at the top end. But the
Alpine . . . oh, yes, wasn't tht the Rootes job
which later turned into the Tiger?
Yes, indeed it was, and it's a little difficult to
understand quite why the Alpine appears as
one of motoring history's also-rans. Was it the

relative lack of competltion success? Or
might it have been the rather bland styling?
Or was it perhaps that the image just wasn't
right? One way or another, the result today is
that Alpine prices are a lot lower than those
for the more powerful 't960s sports cars, and
that can only be good news for fans of the
underrated marque.
ln order to understand where the Alpine
fitted into the Rootes scheme of things, we
have to go back as far as 1953, when the first
model bearing Sunbeam Alpine badges was
produced. This car was an open two-seater
developed from the Sunbeam-Talbot sports
saloons which had racked up a number of
successes in rallying events but had not managed to provide Rootes with the sort of

The pretty Sunbeam Alpines

are at Iast becoming more
appreciated among classic
car enthusiasts. And so they
shoutd, repo rts I ames

which was already fitted into the Rapier.

who is your suide to choosins ,#1""1?i?""i?$:#e%l[ilJ:|'-,*i
went into the Sunbeam Rapier and Hillman
and buying a good example Minx Series l. Though it did have pushrodoperated
overhead valves, it was otherwise a very conventional three-main-bearing

-

design which would go on to become the
mainstay of the medium-sized Rootes cars.
But for the Alpine, it acquired inclined valves
in a new cast aluminium-alloy head; a curious

valve order designed to improve gas flow,
provide a better port shape and avoid hot
spots; and a stiffened block.
Styling of the new car was primarily the
responsibility of Kenneth Howes, who had
trained in Raymond Loewy's London office
just after the war and had then gone on to
Loewy's Studebaker studio at South Bend,

lndiana, and to Ford Styling at Dearborn.
Howes had returned to England in 1956 and
joined Rootes, where he worked for Geoff
Crompton. Assisting Howes was a young Roy

was the result.

who would go on to head Chry''ep
Axe
Styling in Detroit in the late 1970s and
.,
on his return to the UK in the early 1980sJo
head Austin Rover Styling.
It was 1957 when Howes started work on
the new Alpine's shape, and so it was pretty
well inevitable that tail fins should have been
there somewhere. Likewise, the leading ltalian stylists of the time were going lor 'pure'

-

It clearly wasn't just the lack of an open

top
which was hindering the company's chances
in the USA. The Alpine was withdrawn after

The first (behind) and the last styles of Sunbeam

only two seasons and Rootes retired to lick its

Alpine

-

very pretty, very practical, and still cheap

versions of medium-sized family saloons. The
nearest these came to being sporting was in

the Sunbeam Rapier, though sporting successes were always the preserve of

t

shapes without ornamentation; and
Howes' Alpine followed this trend as

the saloon versions rather than
the convertibles.
Rootes badly
wanted an Ameri-

can

related to the Minx saloons. The Husky's
gearbox was also chosen, mated to the most

raytor, sffi TtY: lliilxx:flPiri f,:?'ffi isi, ?3i::

sports car with which other British makers
were taking the USA by storm. 'Was it the
lack of an open top, pure two-seater?' wondered someone at Rootes, and the Alpine

wounds and carry on with safe convertible

Separate-chassis construction had been out
at Rootes since the demise of the original
Alpine, and so the first problem was to find a
suitable unit-body component within the
Rootes range. The one which looked like fitting the bill was the floorpan from the Hillman
Husky, a mundane small-capacity estate car

well. Thus the mock-up

approved

for

pro-

duction by Lord
William and Sir

best-seller,

Reginald Rootes

however, and so it
wasn't long before

in

December 1957 was
wedgebasically

the

development
people at Ryton were
told to come up with a proper two-seater sports car
Once again, this was to bear the
Alpine name.

shaped,

and slab
of orna-

sides devoid

mentation, and tail fins at
the rear.
The Alpine was launched onto the
UK market in 1959, to very favourable re-

As with sports cars from other manufacturers, costs were to be minimised by using

views. lt wasn't going to se the sporting world

existing .components wherever possible.
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Wood-veneercd dashboard of later cars certainly
more civilised and stylish than the usual products

tf

British sports cars from the period

seconds and a top speed in the high ninties,
and it had to struggle to hold its own against

similarly priced rivals from MG (the MGA
1600 took just over 14 seconds to reach
60mph from a standing start and peaked at
101mph) and Triumph (a TR3A took abut
12.5 seconds for the 0-60mph dash and ran
on to 102mph).
Its great advantage over these two models,

however, was its relative sophistication:
wind-up windows instead of side-screens, a

pe-'.anently attached soft top which was
q\* . and relatively easy to erect or stow
instead of a do-it-yourself detachable nightmare, a neat metal cover lor the hood-well
instead of more flapping canvas and, above
all, a rigid and rattleJree monocoque body
shell instead of a body and chassis which
flexed in sympathy with bends and potholes,

NOT MANY BUILT

of Milan for sale in ltaly. Series lV and

V

models also had a single-bar grille instead of
the multiple-bar type of earlier cars, rubberfaced over-riders and bigger combined front
side/indicator lights. For reasons best known
to Rootes, they also had doors and bonnets
wlth squared edges instead of the round type
seen on earlier cars (which means that early
and late panels are not interchangeable).
The hinged metal hood-well cover on open
cars disappeared for the Series V, to be replaced by a fabric cover.
lnside, there were changes for the Series
ll, which was given more comfortable seats;
for the Series lll, which had reclining seats

and a walnut-faced dashboard on the

GT

versions; for the Series lV, open versions of
which had a black leathercloth instead of
black cracklejinish dashboard; and for the
Series V, which gained fresh-air vents in the
footwells. There isn't much doubt, by the way,

engines noisy, agricultural,

but reliable

that the Series V is the most desirable variant
ventiof all if only for that little modification
lation of the passenger compartment -was never the Alpine's strong point.
Engines grow in both size and power
over the years, and the Series ll had

a

1592cc version

of the

three-

bearing engine, while the Series

went up

to

1725cc with

a

V $'T

re-

designed block incorporating five
main bearings. ln the meantime,
various carburation changes and
bigger valves on the Series lll models
accounted for gradual increases in

l

power, though not, unfortunately, in performance. ln fact, the acceleration of the
original Series lll GT cars was down on
that of their contemporary Sports Tourers,
simply because Rootes thought they ought to
be more civilised cars and so detuned the
engines to cut down noise! By the end of

production,
Between autumn 1959 and January 1967,
when the Alpine was taken out of production,
just over 69,000 were built
pretty
- The small
beer by MG or Triumph standards.
body
remained essentially the same throughout,
although the Series lll models introduced in
1963 had a different style of hard top,
quarter-lights on the doors, and a lot more
boot space thanks to a rethink which put the
fuel tanks in the wings and the spare wheel
upright instead of flat. You could also buy a
GT (with hard top but no soft top) or a Sports
Jr rr (with soft top and optional hard top)
ft5*zthe Series lll onwards.
Then the Series lV cars lost their tail fins
though this change was actually foreshadoTouring
wed on late Series lll models built by

All Alpine

a

Engine power continuously increased over the years

1725cc Series V would just

manage 100mph in overdrive top and took

about 13.5 seconds to reach 60mph. that
was comfortably quick, but nothing to shout
about when compared to an MGB or a TR4A.
Transmission types also accounted for
performance variations among models, Series lll models had closer-ratio gears, which
eliminated a rather noticeable gap between

first and second; Series lVs introduced

an

automatic option for the first time, which went
down well in some overseas markets but remained pretty rare on the Alpine's home territory; and the later Series lVs had an allsynchromesh gearbox without any difference
of ratios. The Series Vs then had an all-

synchromesh box with ratios closed up

it gets more complicatedl Seagain. Wait
ries I and ll -cars had a lower axle ratio when
fitted with the almost-universal overdrive option; Series lll cars didn't; and then Rootes
realised its mistake and re-introduced the low
ratio for overdrive-equipped Series lV and V
models.
Of course, if you were really serious about
going faster, Rootes was prepared to sell you

tuning kits off the shelf. After the Series ll
arrived, Alpines could be fitted with any one
of three, all developed by George Hartwell
(who had prepared the works competition
Rapiers in the late 1950s). The Stage 1 kit

offered 88bhp at 5500rpm, achieved by
means of a high-lift camshaft, stronger valve
springs, reprofiled and polished valve throats
and inlet ports, cleaned-up exhaust ports
and a new manifold. To that, the Stage 2 kit

(93bhp at 5700rpm) added

a

lightened

flywheel and a heavy-duty clutch, both balanced in unit with the crankshaft. And the Stage
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Relocating spare

for

Series

III

increased boat space

3 kit took power up to 100bhp at 6200rpm by
means of the Stage 1 and 2 parts allied to a

high-compression cylinder head (initially
9.5:1 and later 10.2:1) and a pair of twinchoke Webers. ln Stage 3 tune, an Alpine
was good for 1 10mph.

MODIFIED BODIES
Even more exciting were the Harringtcn
Alpines, offered from 1961 with bodies modified by the coachbuilders Thomas Harrington
of Hove, Sussex. There were three types, all
with glass{ibre 'fastback' hard tops (the Le

Mans with a hatchback), all with interiors
much improved from standard, and all with
tuned engines. They were built by removing
the rear bulkhead and bootlid of the original

Alpine, moving the rear crossmember further
back, and adding the new roof panels.
The Harrington Alpines were never numerthere were something like 400 built
ous
- production
stopped in 1963. And then
before
there was the Tiger after 1964, with a big
Ford V8 stuffed into the Alpine's shell; but
that's another exciting storY.
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1959,

l

Alpine intrsdrced, with t494cc fourr
cylinder pushrod OHV engine with ihree

.

mounted in boot sides, giving 11.25:gai-

main bearings;, aluminium cylinder head

Harrington GT {Type C} announced. La.

and twin Zenith 36WlPl: carburctt0!'s;
TSbhpral 5300rpm; 89 1b1il al

&l00r

ter,this' yeai l''larringlon production

m.

Foupsp<ied gearbox wlth synchromesh
on $eaond, third and fotrrth Qeal$i ovef:
drive opiion. Axl€ ralio,3.BO:1 ar 4.22;\

Layeock de Normanullle :overdiive,
cenkeloek wire wheels' tivhltewali tyres,
hard lop, tonneau hooo cover. ammcter.
l
heater, radio, :

'l@'

.

it ,,

{Oclobe{l Series lt introduced:r Engin€
nowrboled t0 give 1592eo; 80bhP at
5000rpm; 89 rlb/Jt at ,3800rpm. Eighl:

chassis grease-pcinlsrelimiFated.r Wider,
rearr leal Bprings, Repositioned seat$ l
l
and pedals, smalter steering

wheel:

1961

.

r :

.'

:

{March): Ha(instot GT iaslback {Iype
A) announced.

1S61

aeal. Engine'now has bigger .valvesr
Sports Tourer has 82bhp al 500orp'm
and 94 lb/ft at 3800rpm; GT has soiter
engine tune,lor quieter operaliqn, with
micro-etemenl air cleaner indead of

rnsnts and $witches, a tefescopic $teering column and reclining {ront seats.
Hunnino.gear changes are tEtter anti.roll
bar; lelescopic r€ar dampers in place of
lever-aim type, bigger dise brakes with
vacuufi servo as$iStance, and closer
.geariatios, Axte ratio is now 339:1, wjth
or withoutroverdrive, Twintuel tailkB now

:

:

lll infioduced.,Two

mo-

canvedi|lie top] and GT (with new-style
detachable hard top but fio convertible
hood], GT has walnut-ieneer dash and
heater.aS standard, plu$ oceasiona| rear

.

]lyFe and dif.ferent rexhaust

dels avaiiab'le: Sporis Tourer (with

(Marchl: Seiles

:

wire-rnesh

manifold; 77bhp at 500_0rpm,and 91'lb/ft
at 3500rpm: Twin Zenith carburettors to
car number 92047-17; singl€ eompound:
choke Soiex thereafler. Both Sports Tou:

ceases.

with overdrive, Coilafid-wishbone IFS
with anti-roll baI and telescopic dam.
pers; live rear axle with semi:elliptic
spriiigs and l*trel*arm dampets. Burman
reciiqulating-hall stoering, Discldrum
brakes, 5.60 x 13 tyres- Option$ include

lons tapaeity.rinstead qJ previouq.g' ga}.' l
loflS. Optians noriv iFciude.A:ciook,: ,, : '

PRODUCTION,DATA

rer and GT now have revised instru-

,

Ser1Es1
Series

lll

,,r

O95S-1960J

(19e0_i903)
(1963)

{alLsynehromeshl fl96it-1965}
(tS5-1968)
SericsV ,,.; ,,
:

l-

:

11,,904 B 9{l000CIt
19i956

,

:Bs0{'ls4i

E 9100001-89119956

9200001 * 920568i1': :
7,S36,,940000tr-!1407936.,,,.
''4,4701 94100001 r9410447,9 ,,
1$"1f2, 3350@001 :.$95019-l*2

5,863'

:

TOTAT PROIIUCT|ON t{9ss-r968)

6S,251

(octobor): Ty{es now 6.00 k 13, Option$
now include safely belts. Harilogton Le,l Note:These totals do not include a small ftlrnber of CKD ears built
[ianq {Type B} introduced, wilh Stage ? :
tuned €ngineras standard ,'

lad a6ar wlthoutbig tall finsi reshapp4r,llait:::

larnps. Boih'sperls,Tourei:and GT' llow

:

*,.

$hare the 1592cc engine,with.82511O
50@rpm and 93 lb/ft at 3500rpm: both

have new exhaust manifol*afid sihql6::

compound-choke Sorex carbureltor.
Borg-Wafter Type 35. automatle tranc-:,,
misshn lntroduced, asrran optioa, Axle ,'
ratios ar'e 3.89:1 {or forr.speed rndrau:'
tomati6'vorsion$; 4,22:1 ieintt0dilced fof :'
overdrive-equipped cars.
(October]: All-synchrorneshr gearbox,ill-,.,
troduced, but ratios remain unchanged.
1965

CHASS}S'NUAAAENS AND FBODUCTION TOTALS

Sertesl .

1964

(Januiry): Series lV introduced. Resty-

{Seplembe0:.,Serles V lntroduoed; with, .
live-main-bearing, 1725cc engine
- a
long.strolte vetsion o{ the. 1.p92c0 Spe.',,
Twin Zefi ith'Slromberg J50CD cathuret-,
iors,:92.5bhp at 5500rprn; 1103 lblft, a1..
3700rpm.t Aller.nator',replaces, dynamo;
Automatic-lransmission option discontinued; manuat.gearbs{:ha$ qlogsrratics: :'
overdrive.refi airrs: availiiblerrrMlnsr lrinr',
and sqripment i,mprovernerits; inCluding,
lresh;air .vents .ift 'Ihe' footlv€lls;, Meial :
hood:well covers 'leplacedl: 'by' ir'*"

attraci;ve [abric type

158
(January): Alpine discontinued.

Buyrng & Restoring
lf all this is sound, then your

lf you want to find out what really goes wrong
with Alpines, you can't do better than talk to a

specialist about the cars. Alan Millington is
just such a specialist: he started AM Restoration Services about seven years ago specialising in TRs, moved on to early TVRs and
Sunbeam Tigers a couple of years later, and
started on Alpines some two to three years
ago when demand for the cars started to
become insistent.
I asked Alan what advice he would give to
someone setting out to buy an Alpine for the
first time. 'Rot is the main problem,' he said.

probably see that box section rotting out,'

advises Alan. 'lt's double-skin and triple r
under there.'
Progress on to the sills. After a visual ins-

pection of the outer sills, you need to feel

underneath the lip of the outer panel 'to feel if
the inner sill is still there!' Sadly, often it isn'1...
And therr have a close look at the rear wheelarch, running your fingers round the edge to
see if it's solid and original.
Next, get inside and lift up the carpets.
'Have a look at the floor round the accelerator
pedal in particular,' says Alan. Similarly,
check the rear corners of the inner sills, just
at the front of the wheel-arches where the
seat-belt mountings are situated. ln the engine bay, you should check the corners of the
inner wings where they meet the bulkhead,
which often rot out and are awkward to repair
without removing the wings. As these are
welded to the shell, like all the Alpine's panels, you don't want to take them off unless
you have tol Lastly, look in the boot, where
the back edge of the boot floor and the trailing nine inches or so of the chassis legs are

'The first thing I always look at is the door
gaps; they're a dead giveaway of how rotten
the shell is, or of how well it's been restored.'
What you should look for, it seems, are even
gaps all round. lf the gaps are tight at the top
but normal at the bottom of the doors, then
the car is beginning to break its back. lf the
doors won't shut, then things are really bad.
'l've seen cars where the top of one door

actually overlapped the body side,' says
Alan.
After that, you need to start underneath the

car. Here, the cruciform bracing member
doesn't often suffer bad corrosion, but if it
does then repair is likely to be a major business. You'll need to make up new box sections or repair sections yourself because no
replacements are available. Another big problem can be the rear spring hangers. 'Look
for botched repairs there,' says Alan, 'and all
the usual tell{ales like a lot of new and suspicious underseal!'
46

inspection

should move on to the bottoms of the front
wings behind the wheels. lf there's bubbling
under the paintwork here, then you can more
or less guarantee that there will be a lot of
corrosion behind it. The problem is that you
won't be able to see this rot without taking the
footwell trim off inside the car. 'Then you'll

prone to some nasty rot,
Front suspension assembly easy to work on removed
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'Other parts of the Alpine do rot,' warns

Alan, 'but they're not as critical as these.
You'll find rust in the door bottoms, in the

panel round the headlights, and on the

scuttle between the end of the two vents and
the outer edge where it meets the wing.' As
that's a fairly easy area to bodge cosmetically, Alan advises taking a magnet to the panel.

ln this same area, you should check the
bottom of the windscreen frame
- easier
said than done, unfortunately, because
you
can't actually see how bad it is until you take
off I But Alan cautions that, 'l've only ever
seen one good one!'The chances of getting
a good secondhand replacement are pretty
well nil, so it's more or less inevitable that
you'll have to resign yourself to repairing the
one already on your car.
On Series lll lV and V models, where a
hard top is fitted, Alan advises taking this off
and turning it over. These later hard tops
were made of steel, of course, whereas the
earlier ones were made of alloy, and so they
also rot out. The problem area is at the rear

it

corner, just below the trailing edge of the
opening quarter-light. 'Repair sections are
available,' says Alan, 'but it's a pig of a job.'
'You won't get any original panels unless

Utrlortunatelv, Alpinc pancl.s orc ull weldecl on but renovul

i.s csst'ntial

fitr

comrnon rear-entl repairs onll'

.

re very lucky,' was Alan's response to my
ne-xt question. 'But everything that rots is
available, either as remanufactured panels or
as patch panels.' Alpine owners need to be
thankful that the Tiger restoration industry
has ensured that all these panels
- common
to both cars
Not all of
are readily available.

them are as- good as you could wish for,
though, and the thing to do is to ask other
Alpine enthusiasts what they've used and

what they've found satisfactory. l'm not going
to name names here for obvious reasons, but
l'll lust quote AIan on the subject: 'There are
several suppliers. Some are good; some are
not very goodl'
Alan warns in particular that it's preferable
to keep the original front wings on an Alpine
and to patch them if they need repair. Although replicas are available and some, inevitably, are better than others, it's often hard
work to get these new panels to fit satisfacto-

rily. As for complete rear wings, these are

' " of the few panels which have not been

Numerotrs reproduction panels ure uvailable

for Alpine but ntdnv ora .sub-standord and a

waste

ol money

,anufactured.

The list of remanufactured and repair panels is impressive, though. You can get inner
and outer sills, floors, door skins, door-frame
repair sections, rear wheel-arch repair pa-

nels, lower rear-wing repair panels, boot
floors, front and rear valances, various frontwing patch panels and, of course, the
complete front wings which we've already
mentioned. You can't get scuttle panels yet
but they're coming soon

later this year.

lnteriors aren't a problem,
either. 'Everything for the interior is still available from

specialists,' says Alan, 'including new walnut
dashboards for those cars which had them.'
The only difficulty you might encounter is if
you've been lucky enough to track down a
Harrington, in which case replacing missing
or damaged interior trim will be next to impossible. There aren't any special body problems with these rare cars, by the way. The

glass-fibre panels can suffer from stress

cracking but they're repairable by the usual
method, and all the steel panels which rot are
the same as those on the standard Alpines.

Reur wittgs ure still not uvuilable, so un Alpine with reur-end dutnuge should be avoided, unless it's very cheap
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'The mechanical side of an Alpine is pretty
straightforward,' reports Alan.'One problem,
though, is that the cylinder blocks can crack
just behind the exhaust manifold. You get a
hairline crack running horizontally along under the manifold, mostly caused by frost damage because the core plugs don't seem to
pop out. This happens especially if the car's
been standing for a time. It's hard to see. The
best thing you can do is to start the engine

and wait for

leaks

then if you've got

Cracked bloclcs are nat unknown but only ma-

nilold removal will show them up

clearly

easy rlrea te 'bodge' repair is rot to the
scuttte between its vents and the wing

An

a

mirror on a long stalk you'll be able to see
where the water's coming froml'
The bottom end of these engines, it seems,

is also weak; and the later five-bearing,

1725cc types aren't significantly better than
the earlier three-bearing types in this respect.
'lf you get crank rattle on start-up, while the
oil is getting round,' explains Alan, 'then the
bearings are on the way out.' Worth remembering, too, is that these engines were always
noisy and rather unrefined. Just because it
sounds a bit rough doesn't mean there's something serious wrong with itl
On the credit side, however, the gearbox
and overdrive are fairly bomb-proof. Alan has
never had tc change a gearbox because o{

synchromesh problems ol lumping out of
gear; overdrives sometinres have solenoid
problems or can become lazy, but there are
no serious troubles here. As for automatics,

Alan has never had to deal with one

they're rather rare in the UK. However, they're
unlikely to be a big problem, either, as the
Borg-Warner Type 35 box used was both
ubiquitous (which means lots of spares and
expertise readily available) and robust.
'Axles are generally reliable,' finishes Alan,
'and all suspension and brake parts are available. The Alpine is actually a very practical
car because it's simple and cheap to maintain and run, once you've got a good body. lt
drives well, and it's

economical.' n[l-

SOOK

CUIDI

:

Alpine: The C/assrb Sunbeam', by Chris McGovern.
Chris McGovern was the founding father of the
$unbeam Alpine Ownersi Club, and this 1980
volume is acknowledged as the standard reterence book on the model.
Publisher: Gentry Books
Price Out of print

Sunbeam Alpine and Tiger, 1959-1967 and
Sunbeam Tiger and Alpine Gold Portfolio,
1

Carefulllt check the floor aret bclaw the perlal

hor

*

rust

is

common here and tell-tale

A rusly front wing behind the wheet-arch base
is a sure sign of very bad rot behind

959-t 967

Reprints of contemporary magazine articles
and road-tests in the lamiliar Brooklands Books
forrnal The Gold Portfotio ls the 19Bg replacement,for the earlier and siimmer volume, now
out of print.
Publisherr BrookJands Books, ISBN: Not yet
availabl€ {Goid Portfolio only)
Price e6 50 (if you can still find a copy), t9.95
out $oon'{Goid Portfoiio)
Tiger, Alpine, Rapier
Sporting Cars fram the
Rootes Graup; by Blchard Langworth.
The Alpine merlts just one of the nine Chapters
in this well-written but often rather superficial
book, pubtished ln 1982. You'll be lucky to find
a copy now, anywalr
it's been out of print for

-

-

:

some,tlme.
Publisher: Osprey. ISBN: 0 85045 443 3.

Last listed piice: t9.95.

PRICE CUIDT
Atpine prices are still pretty reasonabfe, when
you consider what you are getting for your money. Even the very besl cars don't normally
fetch rnore than about t5000, though some ho-

pefuls have been adveriising exampl66 at

f6000 recently.

There's no shortage of basket-case

examples around, but you shouldn't expect 10
pay much morethan e60Oforone ofthose. And
remember that restoration costs will probably
be expensive. Think in terms o{ f3000-t4000 to
have the body shell done (cheaper i{ you can
do it yourself, ol course) and don't expect to get
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much change out oJ 010,000 for a full professional rebuild.
Moving up the scale a bit, C1500 should buy
you a tatty but fairly sound car with an MoT
worthy of the paper it's printed on. For [2500,
you ought to be able to find something fairly

deoent, perhaps in need of a little tidying but
perhaps also already partly reslored. Make
sure that partial restoration was done property,
though
I

The really nice Alpines start at 14000 or so.
For.lhis money, you should get somelhing you
can be proud of. Look after itl

Check the door shut lines

for variatittw of any

kind

-

a clear indicarion of structural condition

Lift

the cdrpets to look at the condition of the

vulnerable inner sills and ourriggers

The later steel, hard top roofs tend

thtir trniling

difficult

Berkshire Alpine Centre

lHermalege, nr Newbury, Berks- RG16 9HD {tel: 0635
200368)

Supplies of new and used spares, repairs and servicing. Special performance parts include Stage 1 and
2 camshafts, lubular performance exhaust manifold.
and Stage '1 short engines.
Contact John Hay{er
A M Restoration Services
1 Firswood Road, Latham, Ske,mersdale. Lancs. WN8

to rrtify -

to rust to

dif{icult to repair

Rust near the rear spring hangers

Alpine West Uidtands
The Firs, Stratford Road, Hockrey Healh, Solihurl, West
Midlands BS4 sNJ (tei: 05M3 3222)
A comprehensive stock ol new spares for Atpines and
ligers with a restoration service available. Establi$hed
over 7 years.
Conlact: Anyone can help

edges and are

look

{or

is

asuclly

underseal

THE SPECIALISTS
8UP (tel: 0860 629102, 0695 21849)
A variety ol serylces include new and u$ed spare$ for
Alpines and Tigers, workshop facilities for restoration

and always a selection of cars for sale and iriendly
advice.

Contact: Alan Millington
Contract Paint Company
Winchester, Hants. {tel: OzM 72416)
Ofter a complete body and mechanical rebuiid service
for Alpines and Tigers, but you'Il have to wait as
they?e booked up lor over 2 yearsl
Conlact: John Timms
W H Paint Finishers
Manslield, NottS. (tel: 0623 420393)
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On poor condition cars rear cross-member rust

is possible

*

then check the cruciforw too

Bool floor rot is easy enough to spot
- watclt
thoug,h
ren
rsutriggers
fo, rusi to the

Will fabricate chassis sections, shotblast and powder-

coat yout Alpine and hetp out with restoration advice,
slove-enamelling service too.
Conlact: Mark HiLlbert
Cleseic and ThomughbrEd Spares
The Pack l'louse, North Perrott. Somer$et TA18 7SS
(tel: 0460 78663)
'Have a quantity of som€ fi€w but maiflly secondhand
parts ior Sl
Alpines.
- SVPerhafi
contacl: Marcus
D J Gamges
Flightpath Garage, Effingham Road, Burstow, Horley,
Surrey (tel : 0342 7 1 5925\
Repairs, servicing and mechanical restorations for Alpines and Tigers, with iriendly advice, Also a good
knowledge of filting Holbay engines.
Contact: Dave Mateham
.
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